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Keyy Performancce Indicators, or KPIs as geenerally referrred to by all oof us, are a poowerful tool aat the project manager’s
dispposition that can,
c if structu
ured appropriaately:
1. P
Play an important role in driving
d
the beehaviours and
d actions undeertaken on a pproject
2. H
Have a signifficant effect on
o the reportin
ng and monito
oring of a prooject’s progress.
Ourr article does not seek to fo
ocus on enterrprise-wide orr portfolio-levvel KPI metrics, nor does iit seek to be aallenccompassing in
n the uses of specific
s
typess of KPIs that can be deplooyed or how K
KPIs and metrrics can help to run a busi-nesss. We simply
y put forward some “pointeers” to think about
a
for proj ect-level KPII control and how KPIs cann be a tool to
helpp you as an effective projeect manager ‘m
manage’ yourr project.
Thee type of KPIs you use is in
nfluenced (deetermined, even) by the sizze and nature of your projeect. For exam
mple, a long,
largge, and compllex infrastruccture project in
nvolving man
ny stakeholdeers each with varying degreees of influennce will have
diffferent KPI control and repo
orting needs to
t a small, comparatively llow-cost research project tthat is specificc to one organnisation. Heree are seven (7)) essential pointers to conssider when asssessing the use of KPIs for your project:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

N
Need to be meaningful
m
to the
t audience they are inten
nded for.
N
Need to be cllearly measurable (especially if project KPIs
K
part of a formal conttract)
N
Need to drivee towards the benefits that your project is expected too deliver oncee its output iss being used
Should be a blend
b
of “lag indicators” an
nd “lead indiccators”.
N
Need to align
n with program
m and/or porttfolio level ob
bjectives.
N
Need to be reegularly meassured and prog
gress reported
d.
N
Need to be co
ontinually meeasured once the
t project’s output
o
goes innto use

Lett’s look at eacch point in turrn.
1. KPIs need to be meaningful forr the audie
ence they a
are intende
ed for.
on, but it is no
ot always easy to achieve. The devil is iin the detail, and reaching agreement on
n
Thiis statement stands to reaso
the right KPIs to
o use, and how
w to use them
m, should be a key part of yyour planningg activities priior to starting your projectt’s Delivery or
o Execution phase.
p
Large projects with
h many internaal and externaal stakeholderrs will inevitaably have
manny needs, and
d as a result itt may not be practical
p
to reeport all KPIss to all stakehoolders – somee KPIs will bee relevant to a
parrticular group, and others will
w not be.
Thee type of indu
ustry you are working
w
in haas a large beaaring on the K
KPIs used as w
well. Plan in aadvance and m
make sure
youu have the cap
pacity to prov
vide status upd
dates on KPIss that matter tto your stakehholders. Thinnk about whetther several
detaailed project KPIs (for exaample, for bud
dget control) can and shouuld “wrap up”” into a singlee KPI for senior managemennt reporting. For
F example, it is helpful if
i the KPIs beeing used at a detailed projject-level conntrol can wrapp up to Manageement-level Project Review
w Groups and
d Governance Boards. Meaasure what maatters to each stakeholder, and focus on
releevant metrics for each stak
keholder group
p.
2. KPIs need to be clearrly measurrable.
KPIs can be a vaaluable tool fo
or formally ag
greeing incen
ntives and pennalties on projjects that invoolve formal contracts and
unddertakings. Fo
or example, KPIs
K
in a form
mal contract caan be used ass incentives too perform worrk faster or att lower cost in
n
aw
way that beneffits all parties involved. Su
uch KPIs shou
uld always bee fair and be ffocused on ennsuring a goodd outcome forr
the project. Deciide which KP
PIs need to incclude quantitaative metrics and which onnes are more ffocused on quualitative
feeddback.
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It is important to ensure that the agreed KPIs can be realistically measured and are transparent in their message (the same is true for “internal projects” with no formal contracts, however it is particularly important
when contracts are involved).
3. KPIs need to drive towards the benefits that your project is expected to deliver
once its output is being used.
How do you know if you are effectively monitoring the delivery of your project’s end output, from the startup of activities through to its closure? A project exists to deliver benefits, which should be outlined in an approved Business Case or similar business justification. If KPIs are being used to measure a project’s success,
they should be driving actions that focus on the longevity of the end product the project delivers and not
purely “works to get the project completed”. They should certainly not be set up so that they work against the
project’s intended long-term benefits! Strategy Mapping, which maps your project’s benefits to the strategy
of the organisation it is being delivered for, can be a useful way to assess you KPIs for their relevance to the
“end goal”.
4. KPIs should be a blend of “lag indicators” and “lead indicators”.
Lag indicators reflect what has already happened or post-activity. Lead or predictive indicators provide you
with data to suggest how things may proceed in future, or the level of risk or opportunity that exists based on
knowledge known at the time. It is important to get the right blend of lead and lag indicators to suit your project’s needs. Getting the balance of lead and lag indicators is important. Too many lag indicators will push
you into a reactive mode. Too many lead indicators will diffuse the importance of key risks and future events
to focus on. Just in Time (JiT) indicators can be useful, but obtaining them can be difficult.
5. KPIs need to align with program and/or portfolio level objectives.
Many, but not all projects are component parts of a larger program or portfolio of work. It may be that for the
“project provider” it is part of such a grouping, but for the customer of the particular project it is a one-off.
Program and portfolio management is increasingly used to organise and control activities and resources
working across projects, and if this is the case, it is useful to consider whether the KPIs used to drive project
performance and/or monitor project status can be transferable “upwards”. Rules are often applied at a program or portfolio level to group projects together into categories depending on their performance, in order to
manage at a program or portfolio level. For example, if X% of projects are in “green status” then the portfolio is “green overall”. Project KPI reporting requirements should be captured in the project communication
plan.
When projects are part of a larger organisational strategy, the KPIs they are being measured against should
drive their deliverables towards this overall success. By this, we mean that focusing on completing the project on time and on budget is fine, but if the particular project does not deliver benefits that meet the organisation’s needs then it is “failing” overall. Setting the KPIs for a project, and if relevant for a wider program
and perhaps a portfolio overview, has an important influence in how people working on your project focus
their activities.
6. KPIs need to be regularly measured and progress-reported
KPI measurement and reporting can be done in a number of ways. Visual indicators such as Red/Amber/
Green metrics are commonplace, and may be calculated (through systems or manually) based on achievement of agreed criteria. Such colour-coded metrics may be fed by supporting data – if so, does it need to be
manually obtained (at an administration cost), or is it collected through automated systems data collation?
KPIs can be a major determinant in the way that project meetings and status reviews are conducted. The style
of KPI reporting can influence the type of discussion being held. Also, are the KPIs set up so that the project
is self-assessed and also (at agreed intervals) audited by people external to the project using the same metrics?
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7. KPI measure
ement needs to be co
ontinued o
once the prroject’s outtput goes into use
xplained abov
ve in point 3, projects are implemented
i
for a particullar reason, whhich should bee explained
As ex
and approved
a
in a Business Casse or a similaar justificationn statement. T
The KPIs youu use in the project phase to
o
produ
uce the end prroduct (be it a building, a manufacturin
m
ng solution, ann IT system, a new servicee, or anything
else) may be different to the KP
PIs you intend
d to use to traack the successsful ongoingg use of the ennd output thatt
the project deliverrs. However, there
t
may be an opportuniity to have a ““cross over” oof certain KPIIs that allow
you to
t focus on th
he end benefitts during the project
p
executtion, which seeamlessly traansfer throughh to the “oper-ating
g stage” once the
t project is delivered. An
n example off this could bee ensuring quaality during thhe project is
robusst enough so that,
t
once thee end output iss in operationn, it can be reppeatedly usedd with minimaal downtime.
In co
onclusion, Key
y Performancce Indicators can
c be an impportant tool foor driving prooject behaviouurs and meas-uring
g project success – be they for projects that
t are large and complexx with multiplle stakeholderrs and variouss
contrractually bind
ding agreemen
nts, or small with
w few partiies involved aand no contraactual arrangeements in
placee. The key is to
t get these KPI
K metrics ag
greed early, too think carefuully to ensure they are pracctical and
work
kable, and to ensure
e
that their monitorin
ng and reportinng is part of eeffective proggram/ project communications.
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